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What is it? Verification How to Compute Diagnostic 

• The input for fit2obs.py consists of a set 
of ASCII files with the structure and 
naming convention as follows: 
{instrument}_fit2obs_{date}.{region} 

• In each file are the counts and  raw  
and bias-corrected innovation statistics 
for each satellite and channel of that 
instrument for that date. 

• The user must compute these statistics 
and produce a set of input files in a 
directory structure that looks like 
{expname}/g{date} 

• In each folder will be files for all of the 
instruments and all of the regions for 
that date 

• Fit2obs.py is called separately for each 
named region 

amsua_fit2obs_2019041900.global 

Input and Output 
GUI Python Snippets 

By comparing raw innovations to 6-hour forecasts and computing the spatial standard deviation four times a day, we can construct a time 
series for the control run and each experiment, for every radiance observation type and channel. Each observation type and channel, 
including unassimilated channels that were monitored, will show either statistical improvement or degradation, or be neutral. The 
aggregation of these results are in accord with traditional forecast diagnostics that require multiple months of simulated global NWP; 
however, the fit to observations diagnostic requires only a few weeks of simulation. In addition, it has also been shown to be more 
sensitive than traditional diagnostics. Up until now, we have lacked this vital tool. 
 
The tool consists of six routines written in Python 3. The main program is in fit2obs.py, and is where the bulk of the data handling is done. 
Fit2obs.py reads in the radiance statistics from either the *_ar_1_* files or the *_fit2obs_* files for a set of date-time groups for two runs, an 
experiment and a control. For each sensor and channel, a paired difference t-test is run on the log-transformed raw standard deviations, 
accounting for serial correlation in time. (Statistics routines are in fit2obs_stats.py). This information is passed 
to fit2obs_plots.py, which produces a set of graphics that are part of the final output. Fit2obs_scorecard.py also produces a scorecard 
(described below). Input arguments are handled by fit2obs_arguments.py, which includes an optional gui interface (requires the gooey 
package). 
 
Instrument_info.py defines two dictionaries. The first, sat_sen, is a copy of sat_sen from radiometer_define.py, with dummy entries for 
CrIS, AIRS, and IASI added for convenience. The second, rad_chan, consists of channel subsets corresponding to the species detected 
(T, q, ozone) and the approximate vertical location in the atmosphere. The channel subsets are used by fit2obs_plots.py to make plots 
containing their particular subset of channels for each instrument, and to aggregate statistics into a pandas dataframe. 
 
Fit2obs_plots.py takes a dictionary created by fit2obs.py, either a comparison of an experiment and a control, which is its primary use, or 
just the control. Graphics options include plot type (bar or line), orientation (vertical or horizontal), image format (png or pdf). Plots can be 
generated for all channels, or only for assimilated channels. The confidence level defaults to 95%, but can be specified on the command 
line. When given an experiment and a control dictionary and graphical options, it produces a set of images containing the ratios of raw 
innovation standard deviations with confidence intervals for each channel. If the confidence 
interval does not include 1.0, then it is plotted in red (magenta) when the mean ratio is greater than 1.0, indicating that the fit to the 
assimilated (monitored) channel is better in the experiment than the control. If the mean ratio is less than 1.0 and the confidence interval 
does not included 1.0, the plot is navy (cyan) for assimilated (monitored) channels. Confidence intervals that include 1.0 are plotted in 
black (gray) for assimilated (monitored) channels, indicating that the experiment and control fits to this channel are not 
statistically significant. Fit2obs_plots also generates a set of images containing the mean absolute bias differences with confidence 
intervals and the same color scheme as the standard deviation ratio plots. Options for plotting bias-corrected standard deviations and 
absolute differences are also available. 
 
Fit2obs_scorecard.py produces an Excel spreadsheet with summary statistics of wins, losses, and ties for all channels, and for common 
subsets (e.g. microwave temperature channels in the stratosphere for all instruments). For groups of channels, we chose a conservative 
criterion for declaring a group win (win = experiment fits the observations in the group better than the control): If number of individual 
channel wins exceeds the sum of losses and ties, we declare a group win; if number of individual losses exceed the sum of wins and ties, 
we declare a group loss; otherwise a group tie. 
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